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2015 VINO NOBILE RISERVA
SALCHETO - TUSCANY, ITALY

THE GRAPE:
100% Prugnolo Gentile (Sangiovese): Prugnolo
Gentile is the particular clone of Sangiovese found
surrounding the hillside town of Montepulciano (not
to be confused with the southern Italian black grape
Montepulciano). Along with typical Sangiovese
character (sour cherry, earth, leather with time) it
tends to make a slightly richer, fuller wine.
THE REGION:
Montepulciano, Tuscany: Located in southeast
Tuscany, the town of Montepulciano is surrounded
by significantly more famous neighbours; Montalcino
to the west, and Chianti to the north. Despite its
relative anonymity, Montepulciano is a charming little
hill town encircled by vineyards and is responsible
for some of Tuscany’s finest wines. Vino Nobile di
Montepulciano (VN) is a Sangiovese based wine
with a long and celebrated history (Pope Paul III’s
cellarmaster called it the “perfect wine” in 1549) and
was one of Italy’s original four DOCGs, designated in
1980. Sangiovese, known here as Prugnolo Gentile, is
the key grape. Other local grapes (Canaiolo, Mammolo
and Trebbiano) and Bordeaux varietals can also be
added to the mix. Vineyards are situated anywhere
between 250–600 metres. Higher rainfall and sandier
soils than Brunello make for less structured, more
approachable wines. Young VN can still be pretty
chewy, however, and because of this, most producers
imitate Brunello and offer a softer, earlier-maturing
second wine: Rosso di Montepulciano. Stylistically,
the wines of Montepulciano tend to fall between
its two famous neighbours possessing amounts of
Chianti’s elegance and Brunello’s power.
THE WINERY:
Established in 1984, Salcheto is the creation of
viticulturist and winemaker, Michele Manelli. Michele’s
genuine passion for refined and delicate wines has
propelled this tiny estate into one of Montepulciano’s
top producers. His mission is simple and clear;
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seek quality, both in the vineyard and the cellar,
with an unfailing respect for the character of the
grapes. Manual collections, sulfite free vinifications,
native yeasts, “Tuscan Governo” method, large
“botte” and “tonneaux” barrels are the tools used to
produce wines that should be elegant and soft, with
pronounced aromas and unique for each vintage
released. Salcheto is an ‘off the grid’ winery operating
an energy independent cellar system. Along with
countless other environmental initiatives, this has
led to Salcheto being named Gambero Rosso’s 2014
Sustainable Winery of the Year. Their 50 hectares
of organically/biodynamically farmed vines are
planted with Prugnolo Gentile (Sangiovese), Canaiolo,
Mammolo, Colorino, Merlot and Trebbiano. 2014
brings Salcheto their 30th anniversary and with it,
a new bottle and image. The ‘Bordolese Toscanella’
bottle is the lightest on the market and the new
label reflects the winery’s path and goals achieved.
THE WINEMAKING:
Salcheto’s Riserva Vino Nobile is vinified using
the ancient ‘Governo Toscano’ method. Similar
to Amarone, a portion of the grapes are partially
dried prior to fermentation. This process creates a
luxurious and concentrated fruit profile while also
adding complexity and texture. Aged 24 months in
small and large French oak barrels.
THE WINE:
This is full, rich and complex Tuscan wine that will
evolve and improve over the course of a dinner.
Aromas of black berry fruit, plum, leather and
eucalyptus. The palate is firm, with resolved, dusty
tannins and a streak of mouth-watering acidity.
Hidden beneath the rich fruit you’ll find tobacco,
liquorice and well integrated oak spice.
THE FOOD:
A wonderful wine to pair with roasted beef, hearty
stews and braises.
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2019 LAS DOSCES TINTO

CHOZAS CARRASCAL - VALENCIA, SPAIN

THE GRAPE:
100% Bobal: A dark-skinned wine grape variety
native to Utiel-Requena. Thick skins, late budding
and drought-resistance have made it well-suited to
the dry, continental landscape where it makes its
home. This under-the-radar grape is the 2nd most
planted red wine in Spain (behind Tempranillo).
Bobal wines are loved for their fruity flavors, soft
tannins and velvety finish.
THE REGION:
Utiel-Requena, Valencia: Located within the larger
Valencia region, Utiel-Requena is located in Spain’s
southeast corner. Wine production here dates to
the 7th century B.C., though more significant and
serious vinous culture arrived later in 1BC when
the Romans settled here and cultivated the region
with their own grape vines. Most of the vineyards
in the region are situated on an elevated plateau
some 900 meters above sea level. While one would
assume a region so far south would have a hot, dry
Mediterranean climate, the elevation and distance
from the sea combine to create more of a continental
climate, with extreme heat in summers and cold,
even snowy winters. The primary red grape of the
region is Bobal, which is, believe it or not, the third
most planted grape in Spain. It makes wines with
deep, inky colour and firm tannins. There are also
significant plantings of Tempranillo, Garnacha,
Cabernet and Merlot. White grapes include Macabeo,
Mersequera, Tardana along with the more familiar
Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc and Verderjo.

several international grape varieties when their
studies showed their ‘terroir’ was similar to that of
many French vineyards they frequently visited as a
family. Their vineyard sits at 700 m above sea-level
on a unique thick slab of limestone. Their climate is
significantly more continental than the rest of the
region with hot, dry summer days, and cool, fresh
nights. The winery’s uniqueness was recognized when
they were awarded ‘Vino de Pago’ status, meaning
the winery has its own DO (appellation). To date,
there are 17 Vino de Pago properties in Spain. The 30
hectare vineyard at Chozas Carrascal has 12 grape
varieties planted split between indigenous and French
examples: Bobal, Monastrell, Garnacha, Tempranillo,
Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc, Merlot, Syrah,
Macabeo, Chardonnay, Viognier, Sauvignon Blanc.
Their vineyards are farmed organically.
THE WINEMAKING:
Made from organic, old vine Bobal sourced from a
single vineyard planted at 750-800 meters above
sea level. Grapes are harvested by hand, crushed
and macerated prior to fermentation for 18 days.
Fermented in large concrete tanks via indigenous
yeasts. Aged for 6 months in older French oak
barriques with full malolactic conversion. Bottled
un-fined and un-filtered.
THE WINE:
An intense and complex Spanish red with loads of
red fruits alongside wild herbs and balsamic notes.
Fairly full with just enough grip and acidity

THE WINERY:

THE FOOD:

In 1992, husband and wife Julián López and María
José Peidro purchased an established vineyard
in the Requena-Utiel region of Valencia in southeastern Spain. Shortly thereafter, they planted

Braised pork and beef dishes, hearty pastas and
charcuterie boards. This is also a great casual
sipper by the fire.
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2017 PANTERA

LURETTA - EMILIA-ROMAGNA, ITALY

THE GRAPE:
A unique blend of Cabernet Sauvignon, Barbera and
Croatina. While Cabernet is widely grown and known
throughout the wine world, the latter two are less
so. Barbera is widely planted throughout northern
Italy and makes varying styles of wine. From light
and acidic to deeply flavoured and powerful. Site
and producer determine which. Croatina makes
deeply coloured wines with mild tannins and rich
plummy fruit notes.
THE REGION:
Emilia-Romagna, Italy: Despite its relative obscurity
throughout the world, Emilia-Romangna is Italy’s 4th
largest wine producing region, behind only Puglia,
Sicily and Veneto. The region is best known as Italy’s
gastromic hub, where fertile land and a local appetite
for hearty fare have created a foodie’s delight. Wine,
on the surface, appears to be an afterthought here.
Generally speaking, quantity rather than quality, is the
pervading wine production preference. Only 15% of
the region’s wines classify as DOC quality, and much
of that is of the modest, sparkling variety. There are
however, pockets of extreme quality within the larger
ocean of mediocrity. There is a small, but important
group of quality obsessed producers who farm
organically and restrict yields to maximum effect.
Grapes of note include Barbera, Bonarda (Croatina),
Malvasia and Sangiovese. Increasingly, you’ll find
plantings and quality bottles of international grapes
like Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay, Sauvignon
Blanc and Pinot Noir.
THE WINERY
In a tiny northern area of Emilia-Romagna sits
Piacenza. Sandwiched between Piedmont and
Tuscany, the area was long known for the production
of bulk, uninspiring wines, but with a history of
creating sparkling wines as well, like their neighbour
to the north, Lombardy. It was in this area that Felice
Salamini decided to build a small, untended vineyard
to craft fine wines from autocthonous Malvasia,
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Barbera and Bonarda. The rest of Emilia-Romagna
is better known for Sangiovese and Colli Albani.
30 years and untold successes later, his son Lucio
has taken over at the helm and their vineyards have
expanded to almost 50 hectares. The philosophy
of the winery is simple; stress the vines, restrict
yields, use organic and biodynamic principles and
craft structured, elegant wines. To that end, there
is no use of fertilizers or irrigation. The only pestcontrol or treatments of the vine that are used
involve small amounts of copper or sulfur, none of
which are used in production or bottling. The vines
are purposely starved of nutrients and water, with
severely restricted yields to thicken skins and long
hang times to ensure full phenolic ripeness. The yields
are restricted to one plant per bottle, meaning that
the vine uses all of its energy to create the perfect
berry. Hand-harvested and meticulously sorted,
Luretta uses only Allier French oak for aging and
fermentation where wood is called for.
THE WINEMAKING
Grapes are hand picked from small, organicallyfarmed vineyards using biodynamic principles. Each
of the three varieties are fermented separately via
indigenous yeasts for 20 days. After blending, the
wine spends 9 months in French oak barriques, 50%
of which are new. Unfined and unfiltered.
THE WINE
Nearly opaque in the glass, this is big, brooding,
seriously complex wine that really needs to enjoyed
with a meal over the course of an evening. Aromas
of black cherry, plum, pipe tobacco and baking
spice. The palate is full and firm and adds notes of
coffee bean, mocha and earth alongside the amble
fruit found on the nose.
THE FOOD
If possible, decant this wine prior to enjoying ideally
with a grilled/pan fried steak. This will also pair with
rich, hearty braises, stews and pastas.
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2017 VIGNE DE L'ASTÉE

DOMAINE DE LA COMBE - LOIRE VALLEY, FRANCE

THE GRAPE:
100% Melon de Bourgogne: Melon de Bourgogne is
a crossing between Pinot Blanc and the little known
Gouais Blanc. Like many vigorous varieties, Melon
de Bourgogne will produce neutral, uninspiring wines
if yields are not checked. As a result, the appellation
here imposes strict yield restrictions (55 hl/ha), that
are reduced further by the region’s top wineries.
Reducing yields greatly increases the concentration
and complexity of flavours in all wines, and this is
particularly the case with Melon de Bourgogne.
Winemakers here also employ a technique known
as ‘Sur Lie’; following fermentation, the wine sits
on the fine lees (dead yeast cells) for an extended
period of time. These lees impart richness, weight
and depth to the finished wine.

metamorphic rock, about an hour’s drive from the
Atlantic Ocean. His 14 hectare vineyard that dates
to the 1950’s is farmed organically and tended to
entirely by hand. Pierre-Henri makes wine with as
little intervention as possible: Grapes are fermented
underground using only ambient yeasts. There is no
sulfur used during this process and the wines are
chill stabilized to inhibit malolactic fermentation,
thus preserving freshness and the grape’s natural
character. The wines are un-fined and unfiltered,
released only after extended aging in tank and bottle.
THE WINEMAKING:

Muscadet, Loire Valley: The largest and most
important sub-appellation within the larger region
is Muscadet-Sévre et Maine, named after the two
small rivers that flow through the area. Its 6,500
hectares of vineyards are spread out across 20+
communes southeast of the city Nantes. The
dominant grape variety is Melon de Bourgogne,
once home to the Burgundy wine region. While it
fell out of favour with the Burgundians, it found a
natural home in the gently rolling hills south of the
Loire River where the grape thrived in the region’s
Atlantic-dominated climate.

Sourced from a single, 1 hectare plot in the cru of
Monnières-Saint-Fiacre, the equivalent to a Villagelevel wine from Burgundy. The newly established
appellation mandates low yields, exposure, frost
sensitivity and slope. It represents the finest terroir
in the Muscadet region. Soils on Pierre-Henri’s site
are 70% gneiss and 30% mica schiste. The gneiss
brings pear and white fruits to the wine. The schiste,
bright citrus. The two soils combine to provide
exceptional drainage and heat retention in the
often wet and cool climate. Grapes are harvested
by hand, with an incredibly small yield of 23 hl/ha.
The fruit is pressed and the must gravity-fed to the
subterranean cellar where it undergoes fermentation
via ambient yeasts in older, large oak barrels for
3 weeks. Aged 26 months sur lie with batonnage
(lees stirring) only at the beginning of the process.

THE WINERY:

THE WINE:

THE REGION:

Nestled along the Sevre River, in the Nantes region of
the Loire Valley, sits the village of Saint-Fiacre. This
is Muscadet country and home to owner/winemaker
Pierre-Henri Gadais’ exciting new winery, Domaine
de la Combe. A 5th generation vigneron, PierreHenri now stands at the vanguard of the region’s
vinous revolution. A rising star within French wine
circles, Pierre-Henri (and other like minded young
winemakers) is working hard to bring this storied
region back to its former glory. After a world tour of
vineyards (Burgundy, Bordeaux, Sancerre, Switzerland,
Australia), he decided to return home to pursue his
dream of crafting terroir-driven wines with precision,
elegance and sophistication. Pierre-Henri’s property
sits on the southern slopes of a valley carved out of
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This is a nicely mature, full and flavourful Muscadet
with all the textbook character you’d expect and
then some. Aromas of bright, candied citrus, apricot
and peach alongside stony minerality and a subtle
and intriguing brioche note. The palate is beautifully
textured and bone-dry with great concentration
and length. A cut above. Only 250 cases produced.
THE FOOD:
This is the perfect foil to the region’s abundant, fresh
seafood; mussels, oysters, scallops and Atlantic
salmon. But as the region’s winemakers are quick
to point out, Muscadet also pairs well with other
fare, notably Asian cuisines.
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2019 MOSCHOFILERO ROSÉ

MOROPOULOS WINERY - MANTINIA, GREECE

THE GRAPE
100% Moscofilero: Moschofilero is a grey-skinned
variety, prone to some mutation, allowing winemakers
the option of crafting rosé as well as white wines.
It is an ancient Greek grape that can be accurately
traced in the mountainous Peloponnese region back
to antiquity. Aromatic with high acidity, it is known
for being quite difficult to work with, but when done
well can create floral, peppery and lively aromatic
wines of great quality.
THE REGION
Mantinia, Peloponnese: Mantinia is one of the crown
jewels of the mountainous, cloud-covered Central
Greece and Peloponnese area, in the region of
Arcadia. This historic plateau was where the largest
and most famous battle between Athens and Sparta
was fought during the Peloponnese War in 472
A.D. Surrounded by the stunning peaks of Mainalo,
Artesimo and Parnon Mountains, the foothills and
plateau are home to the indigenous Moschofilero
grape. Having been cultivated continuously for
over 3000 years, Mantinia is one of the coolest and
highest elevation wine regions in Greece.
THE WINERY
Located in the village of Neochori, in the heart of
the larger Mantinia wine region, Moropoulos is
a very small, family-owned and operated winery.
Their family has a long tradition of vine growing in
the region, producing high quality fruit for the last
several decades. More recently, the family’s siblings
decided to establish their own winery, focusing on
making only two wines, both from the native and
famous Moschofilero grape. Their 12 hectares of
vines are farmed organically, planted on well-drained
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rocky clay and loamy soils. Despite its relatively
southern latitude, the property is located at a high
elevation (700m), keeping the vineyards cool at night
resulting in freshness and structure in the wines.
THE WINEMAKING
These estate vineyards are located at some of the
highest elevations of any wine-growing region in
Greece. The rocky soil sits on a bed of sand and
clay. The old vines are double spur trained to help
get the most out of the afternoon sun and assure
full ripening. Most of the vineyards have already
achieved Organic certification, with the rest due
to achieve that status in the upcoming vintages.
THE WINE
Pale pink-/salmon-coloured, more Provence than
Tavel in style. Bouquet of Bing cherries, raspberry
and watermelon with plenty of flowery intrigue.
On the palate, this zippy rosé has tart raspberry,
rhubarb and pink grapefruit flavours, with a touch
of stony minerality. It is a drier-styled pink sipper.
Hand-harvested grapes are selected for their darkest
pigment. The grapes receive a long soak and
maceration on the skins to pick up colour and
flavour. The wine is racked off the skins gently, and
then fermented at temperature control in stainless
steel to preserve primary fruit.
THE FOOD
A great aperitif wine, this will also work alongside
grilled calamari, spicy Asian dishes, cheese and
charcuterie. You could also slide this on to your
traditional festive dinner table and it won’t be out
of place.
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2016 RED

CASA DE MOURAZ - DÃO, PORTUGAL

THE GRAPE
A blend of native Portuguese varieties, namely
Touriga Nacional, Tinta Roriz, Jaen, Agua-Santa and
others. A full-bodied, red variety, Touriga Nacional
has been primarily used, historically, for blending
port. However, it has recently been championed as a
deep, structured grape producing some of Portugal’s
best dry reds. Better known as Tempranillo in Spain,
Tinta Roriz has spread rapidly throughout the Dão.
Typically blended with Touriga Nacional and other
grapes, it creates rich, lively red wines known for
their intense berry flavour and notes of spice.
THE REGION
Dão: Perhaps surprisingly, only 5% of the Dão is
under vine. Often planted in forest clearings and
surrounded by mountains on three sides, the high
elevations and relatively low temperatures here
create a slower ripening process, resulting in wines
of great acidic character. The region takes its name
from the river, along which most of the vineyards
are planted. The Dão Valley is now considered one
of the top regions in Europe, creating spectacular
wines most notably from Touriga Nacional and
Tinta Roriz.
THE WINERY
Casa de Mouraz was created by António Ribeiro
and Sara Dionísio, who left their jobs in Lisbon
and immersed themselves in what has become a
family adventure, a version of sustainable viticulture
and authentic winemaking. Mouraz, situated in the
heart of Dão region, is António’s birth place, where
his family has farmed vineyards in a holistic and
ecological way for many generations. The farm is
comprised of several parcels with different soils
(granite and clay) and altitudes ranging from 140
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to 400 meters above sea level. The most important
indigenous grape varieties are Touriga Nacional,
Tinta Roriz, Alfrocheiro, Jaen, Baga and ÁguaSanta for the red wines and Malvasia-Fina, Bical,
Cerceal, Encruzado and Alvarinho for the whites.
The vineyards are certified organic and in 2006,
they began working with Biodynamic preparations
and practices. In the cellar, the vinifications are
performed in a low-intervention manner, using native
yeasts and as little sulphur as possible. The wines
are interesting, complex, unique and eminently
drinkable. They are best enjoyed at a casual dining
table with friends and family.
THE WINEMAKING
As mentioned above, grapes are farmed organically
using biodynamic principles. Vine age here averages
30 years old, planted at an altitude of between 300
and 400 meters above sea level. Following a strict
selection of grapes, the fruit is transported to the
winery in small boxes. Vinfied in steel tanks using
indigenous yeasts with a prolonged post-ferment
maceration. 25% of the wine was aged in French
oak barrels for 8 months.
THE WINE
A wonderfully complex and aromatic Portuguese
red. While most wines from this region tend to be
massive, firm and edgy, this is nicely resolved and
drinking really well. Aromas of dark berries and
cassis alongside subtle and beautiful floral notes.
The palate is mid-weight, with present, fine-grained
tannins and zippy acids.
THE FOOD
Serve with grilled and roasted red meats, strong
cheeses.
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